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Magic Item: Greater Silver Sword
Weapon (greatsword), legendary (requires attunement by a 
creature that has psionic ability)

This magic weapon grants a +3 bonus to attack and dam-
age rolls made with it. While you hold the sword, you have 
advantage on Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma saving 
throws, you are immune to being charmed, and you have 
resistance to psychic damage. In addition, if you score a 
critical hit with it against a creature’s astral body, you can 
cut the silvery cord that tethers the target to its material 
body, instead of dealing damage.

Silver Swords
The first silver swords were created eons ago, when the 
gith were still a single race, by those who would become 
the first githyanki knights. A silver sword, which func-
tions as a +3 greatsword, is a conduit through which its 
wielder can assail a foe both physically and psychically. 
The weapon is particularly effective on the Astral Plane 
against any travelers who are connected to their phys-
ical bodies by a silver cord—a strike against such an 
enemy has a chance of severing the silver cord, causing 
instant death.
 Knights and their silver swords are inseparable, and 
a knight will fight to the death to prevent the loss of its 
weapon. If a silver sword falls into the possession of 
someone other than a githyanki, Vlaakith sends a squad 
of knights out from Tu’narath to destroy the malefactor 
and recover the weapon.

Dragon Steeds
The relationship between githyanki and red dragons has 
remained basically unchanged since ancient times. Un-
der the terms of the alliance with Tiamat, a small cadre 
of dragons serve as cohorts and mounts for knights 
and other high-ranking githyanki. The dragons remain 
above githyanki politics. They obey the orders of their 

riders and fulfill their terms of service without offering 
opinions or advice.
 Red dragons typically serve the githyanki during their 
younger years. Once a dragon reaches adulthood, it is 
dismissed and replaced with a younger dragon, taking 
with it the loot it has accumulated on raids.
 Since dragons don’t age while on the Astral Plane, 
they don’t grow in size or capability. In order to become 
both stronger and richer, they prefer to spend as much 
time as possible engaged in raids on the Material Plane 
or other realms. The best duty of all for a dragon is be-
ing tasked to guard a githyanki crèche on the Material 
Plane, a posting that could last for years. Not only does 
it receive treasure as compensation, the dragon ages 
normally while completing its service, so that it reaches 
adulthood sooner than the dragon cohorts that are sta-
tioned in Tu’narath.
 The dragons that are bound to serve githyanki con-
sider their assignment an irritant but aren’t hostile. 
They resent their masters, but the promise of loot 
makes them eager to participate in raids. As part of the 
compact with Tiamat, the githyanki are forbidden from 
using psionics or magic to compel their dragon allies’ 
actions or read their minds. A dragon remains a loyal 
ally as long as its riders and handlers treat it with re-
spect and it gets plenty of opportunities to pillage.

Terror from the Sky
We praised Pelor when we realized the shapes 

above us were not dragons. We cursed him when we saw 

they were the airships of the githyanki.

—Lord Kedrek Thoroden, 

Marshal of the Eastern Reach

During the great war between the mind flayers and the 
gith, one of the githyanki’s greatest achievements was 
their discovery of the magic that mind flayers used to 
produce and propel the flying vessels that the illithids 
used to travel between worlds.
 Now, the githyanki scour the worlds of the Material 
Plane in their versions of those craft. Their astral ships 
are ideal for carrying troops and the spoils of their 
raids. Their wizards’ divination magic seeks out great 
treasures. Under the guidance of Vlaakith, the supreme 
leaders organize raiding parties and dispatch them to 
return with the spoils of war.
 The githyanki sky ships attack from above in the dead 
of night, gaining an instant advantage since communi-©
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The Gith Alphabet
The gith use a written language composed of alphabetic 
symbols arranged in circular clusters called tir’su. Each 
“spoke” on the wheel corresponds to a letter of the alpha-
bet. Each cluster of characters represents a single word, 
and multiple tir’su connect to form phrases and sentences.
 Githyanki and githzerai both speak Gith, but each race 
has a distinct dialect and accent. Similarly, the two races 
of gith differentiate their language by how they write it. 
Githyanki write a tir’su clockwise, starting at the top. 
Githzerai use the same letter symbols but write their tir’su 
counterclockwise, starting from the bottom.

ties on the surface rarely offer strong defenses against 
attacks from the air. Red dragons ridden by knights 
accompany the vessels, serving as outriders and shock 
trips to pave the way for the githyanki warriors to de-
scend en masse.
 In battle, the githyanki use mobile tactics combining 
psionics and magic to devastate their foes. They hit 
hard, setting buildings aflame and killing all in their 
path, to foster a panic among their victims that cripples 
any hope of an organized defense.
 Because the githyanki strike to plunder rather than 
conquer, raiders linger over their target for no more than 
a few hours. By daybreak the attackers are gone, pur-
posely leaving behind enough survivors to rebuild the 
ruined community—so that the githyanki might visit the 
place years or decades later and lay it low all over again.

The Helm
To enable them to traverse the skies and travel between 
planes, each githyanki ship is powered by a helm, a 
magical device in the form of a throne-like chair that 
converts psychic energy into motive force.

 A gish, a githyanki who excels as both a warrior and 
a spellcaster, most commonly occupies the helm. A gish 
uses its combination of abilities to pilot the ship and also 
take part in the inevitable battle that awaits the vessel at 
the end of its voyage. The rest of a ship’s crew is made 
up of warriors who manage the craft’s weapons and 
serve as lookouts.

Astral Skiff
An astral skiff is operated by a crew of three and carries 
up to a dozen passengers. The githyanki employ this 
small vessel, 30 feet long and 10 feet wide, for patrols in 
the Astral Plane and for quick raids in pursuit of specific 
objects on the Material Plane. A skiff has a top speed 
of 15 miles per hour. It lacks weapons aside from those 
carried by its passengers and has a limited amount of 
storage space.

Astral Brig
The astral brig is the standard githyanki military vessel. 
It requires a crew of five and can transport up to sixty 
passengers. A brig is 90 feet long and 30 feet wide, with 
two levels below decks for quarters and storage space. 
It is equipped with two ballistae, each one operated 
by a pair of crew members, and has a top speed of 12 
miles per hour.

Planar Raider
The largest of the githyanki ships, the planar raider 
serves as a mobile headquarters during a major attack 
on the githyanki’s enemies. It needs a crew of ten and 
can carry more than a hundred passengers. A planar 
raider can travel up to 12 miles per hour. It is 40 feet 
wide and 120 feet long, with two levels below decks, and 
is equipped with three ballistae and a catapult.©
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